Waste: Report

By delegation of H. Herring, Chair of Graduate Engineering Committee & Elimination of Waste in Industry.

Items due to "vertical" drainage of the creative power of man are:

1. Low productivity due to lack of replacement
   - Michelion plant equipment
2. Low morale due to management
3. Inadequate feedback to management

Many responsibility 50%

Lack

Institutional in theory, 35% time is

Investment needed for maintenance

Last 4 decades: maintenance costHandle of paper

Current 40 years - 18 inches per year

Glimpse of future. 100 years, we plan
3/4 million, relatively easy to earn. Assuming 750,000 to 24,000,000 a year in men:
30,000,000 = net industry supply as shown by
an ordinary title and total output of
$100,000,000.

Don't know costs -
in my city out of
sump dam \( \frac{13}{12} \) plunk
sump dam bisected hypotenuse 36 and
instantiate anti-system.

What does all this mean?

One illustration of Robert W.

Dinam equipment

Sure munificence - 1,750,000

pair - make a colored fireless

Lan transf. -
These five years in unemployment
and no relief - many reasons
for intermittent unemployment
- - 
- -

Last 30 yrs retirement was much better
93 days of previous mining - 1/3 of mine -

Special machinery used once - passed 12000

for 1 day with five pros. used once

321.21

for 12 weeks 

261

for 12 weeks 

Sec 1st - 3 of cellar 

Sec 1st - 3 of cellar 

Now look - 2 of elder relatives -

in mind of note - jurisdiction -
Preventable and infectious diseases cause 180,000,000 annual deaths that are preventable.